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6.

The point P (1, a) lies on

(a) Find the value of a.

(b) On the axes below sketch the curves

(i) y: (x + I)zQ - x),

(c) With reference to
equation

The curve C has equation y = 1 ana *re line / has equation y = Lx + 5.

(a) on the axes below, sketch the graphs of c and I indicating clearly the coordinates of
any intersections with the axes.

(b) Findthe coordinates of thepoints of intersectionof C andl.

(3)

(6)

8. the curve with equationy: (x + 1)2(2 - x).

the followine

1

/ i i \  v  =:
\ - -J '  x

On your diagram show clearly the coordinates of any points at which the curves meet
the axes.

(s)

your diagram in part (b) state the number of real solutions to the

@+D'? (2_, '  =: .

!

t9.

ffi
i

The curve C with equation y = f(x) passes tlrough the point (5, 65).

Given that f'(x) = ga'z -llx-12.

(a) use integrationto find f1r7.

(4)

@) Hence show that f (x) = x12, n3rr*- O, .

Q)

(c) In the space provided on page 17, sketch c, showing the coorrrinates ofthe points
wbere C crosses the x-axis.

(3)



- ; fO. fne ourve C has equation

y=(r+3)(x-1) ' .

(a)SketchCshowingclearlyt}recoordinatesofthepointswherethecun'emeetsthe
coordinate axes.

(b) Show that the equation of C can be written in the form

y=x'+x'-5x+k'

where k is a positive integer, and state the value of*'

There are hvo points on C where the gradient ofthe tangent to C is equal to 3'

(c) Find &e.r-coordinates of tlese two points'

(4)

(2)

(6)

10. (a) On the same axes sketch the graphs of the curves with equations

(i) v:*(x-2),

(ii) y="d6-x),

(3)

{3}

and indicate on your sketches the coordinates of all the points whefe the curves cross

the r-axis.

(b) use algebra to find the coordinates of the points where the graphs intersect'
(7)

O'1o'
*+U+3=(x+a)2+b,.

(a) Find the values of the constants a and b.
(2\

(6) Sketch the graph of y: * +2* + 3, indicating clearly the coordinates of any intersections
with the coordinate axes.

(3)

(c) Find the value of the discriminant of x2 + 2x + f .Explain how the sign of the discriminant
relates to your sketch in part (6).

(2)

The equation i + l{x + 3: 0, where ft is a constant, has no real roots.

(d) Find the set of possible values of ft, giving your answer in surd form.
(4)


